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THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 
MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Wednesday, August 24, 2016 
Conference Call 

Old Main Boardroom 
 
The University of Wyoming Board of Trustees held a conference call on Wednesday, August 24, 

2016.  Deputy Secretary of the Board Shannon Sanchez took roll at 8:04 a.m.  Trustees 

participating: Mel Baldwin, Dave Bostrom, Larry Gubbels, John McKinley, John MacPherson, 

Jeff Marsh, Mike Massie, Dave Palmerlee, Michelle Sullivan, Dave True, and Dick Scarlett.  

Trustee Wava Tully was not in attendance.  Ex-officio Trustees UW President Laurie Nichols, 

ASUW President Michael Rotellini, and Wyoming Superintendent of Public Instruction Jillian 

Balow were in attendance.  Ex-officio Trustees Executive Director of the Wyoming Community 

College Commission Jim Rose was not in attendance and Governor Matt Mead were not in 

attendance.   

 

Trustee President John MacPherson called the meeting to order at 8:03 a.m.  Trustee Jeff Marsh 

moved that the Board enter executive session to discuss personnel matters.  Trustee John McKinley 

seconded the motion. All trustees were in favor; the motion passed unanimously. 

 

At 8:22 a.m. the Board reconvened in public session.  Deputy Secretary of the Board Shannon 

Sanchez took roll when the Board returned to public session.  The same trustees were present as 

the first roll call.  
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE: Medical Education Budget and Supplemental Budget Request, 
McKinley/Asay (combined during the meeting by Trustee President MacPherson) 
 
CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

     Work Session 
     Education Session  
     Information Item 

           Other  Specify:  
 
 
 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 
Trustee President John MacPherson noted that he would combine agenda item numbers 7 and 9 
[see attachment A].   

Trustee John McKinley discussed the proposed supplemental budget for UW and for medical 
education.  He noted the Board had discussed the supplemental budget request at the retreat, and 
that the budget request had a positive recommendation from the budget committee.  He noted that 
the supplemental request for medical education did have funding attached to it, but that the funding 
was internal and came from the residences themselves.  He noted it was not for additional external 
funds from the state. He noted these funds would be used to create a secure room for a pharmacy 
at the Cheyenne clinic.  Trustee McKinley noted that hopefully this pharmacy would be revenue 
neutral for the Cheyenne residency, as it was generating revenue for the Casper residency.  He 
asked Special Advisor to the President Meredith Asay if she had anything else to add in regard to 
the supplemental budget request for medical education.     

Special Advisor Meredith added that in nine months, the Board would also need to approve 
spending authority to purchase the pharmaceutical drugs to fill the pharmacy.  She noted that the 
money used would be replaced once the drugs were sold.  Trustee Marsh asked how much the 
pharmacy would cost.  Special Advisor Asay noted that the cost was unknown at this point, but 
based on projections and the Casper pharmacy, it would cost around $300,000.     

Vice President Mai added that this could be covered with clinic income, and funds from UW’s 
agency 067 budget would not be used.  He noted that the Casper clinic pharmacy cost less than 
$400,000 in its first year.  There was further discussion on costs for the pharmacy, and if this would 
be a revenue generating opportunity for Cheyenne, as it was in Casper.  Special Advisor Asay 
noted that his was a 34B program from the federal government, and the residencies were able to 
pay less for the drugs than then could sell them for so it would be used to generate revenue.     

Trustee Scarlett asked why this projected revenue was not considered in the costs.  Trustee 
McKinley responded that the supplemental budget request was for a remodel of facility in 
Cheyenne in order to have a secure room for a pharmacy.  He noted that Special Advisor Asay 
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would later return to the Board with a request to use fund generated in the medical education 
budget to purchase the drugs for the pharmacy.  He noted that internal funds would be used, not 
block grant funding.     

Vice President Mai noted that the request for the B11 was simply a government formality that 
would allow the Governor to add non general fund revenue, such as clinic revenues from the 
residencies, into an agency’s budget.  He noted the funds to be used for this were excess clinic 
revenue, not general fund money.  He noted the request was to ask the governor to approve use of 
these funds for this purpose.  Vice President Mai noted that in the next budget cycle for 2019-2020 
budget, he would assume this entire program would be included in the medical education budget 
for the next biennium.   

Trustee Mike Massie moved to approve.  Trustee John McKinley seconded.  All trustees were in 
favor; the motion passed unanimously.     

Trustee Massie noted that his motion included approval of Agency 067 supplemental budget item 
#2, as well as the supplemental budget request for Agency 167.  Trustee McKinley agreed.  Trustee 
Massie noted he wanted to clarify this, as he did not know if the Board needed to discuss the 
request for recruitment money in item #2 of Agency 067.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE:  Approval of Revisions to UW Regulations, Evans 
 
CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

     Work Session 
     Education Session  
    Information Item 

           Other  Specify:  
 
 
 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 
Interim General Counsel Tara Evans explained that each colleges was governed by a regulation.  
She noted that the regulations governing each college were inconsistent if they included references 
to departments or just referred to bylaws. She noted that there was no substance or structure change 
to these regulations.   
 
Trustee Marsh moved to approve the changes as submitted.  Trustee Massie seconded.   
Trustee Massie asked that if the colleges had the opportunity to look at the changes.  Interim 
General Counsel Evans responded that academic affairs and faculty senate reviewed and approved 
the changes but the colleges did not.  
 
All trustees were in favor; the motion passed unanimously.     
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE: President’s written report on the status of the Fiscal Plan, Nichols 
 
CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

     Work Session 
     Education Session  
     Information Item 

           Other  Specify:  
 
 
 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 
UW President Nichols thanked Associate Vice President Janet Lowe for her assistance with the 
budget reductions.  She noted that the Board had seen this same document at the retreat, and this 
this was an updated version of that document.  UW President Nichols noted that they were making 
great progress on FY17, and that they had successfully reduced the budget by $19 million, with 
one caveat.  She waked the Board through the handout, discussing each of the budget reduction 
areas beginning with the penny plan [see attachment B].  She noted that they had nearly realized 
this cut and that UW had cut in addition to the penny plan to cover a shortfall in the utilities 
account.     
 
UW President Nichols then discussed the savings from the 97 vacant positions.  She discussed the 
few positions that we removed from the elimination list.  She noted that there were originally 97 
positions, but three were removed from the elimination list and then an additional 8 vacancies were 
added.  She noted that the additional positions added to the vacancies list included a position in 
the Office of the President, facilities operations, and academic affairs.  She noted that this had 
yielded additional savings above the target amount of $5.2 million.   
 
UW President Nichols then discussed the savings from the faculty workload.  She noted that these 
numbers were in the process of being finalized, and that the full amount of savings from the 
workload had been realized.   
 
Trustee President MacPherson asked if those were actual savings, or if they were deferred from 
different sources.  UW President Nichols noted that these funds came from two colleges, Ag and 
Business, and they were monies that had been at one time had been considered as personnel funds.  
She explained that sometime last year, these funds were moved over to support budgets by the 
dean’s offices.  UW President Nichols noted that these monies should not have been moved to 
support budgets, and that they were now moved back so they could not be used to hire temporary 
employees.  UW President Nichols noted that this money was locked down and would not be able 
to be moved in the future.    
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Trustee McKinley asked that if UW was going to have a permanent reduction on an ongoing basis 
based on the faculty workload, or if UW had to backfill savings to meet this target for FY17.  UW 
President Nichols responded that it had achieved permanent savings in FY17.  Trustee McKinley 
clarified that the faculty workload reduced the need to hire temporary faculty.  President Nichols 
agreed, and noted that the 2.5 million was removed from the budget, so there is no money to hire 
temporary lecturers, so the deans and the Vice President of Academic Affairs were implementing 
workload.   
 
Provost Miller agreed.  She noted that every staff member has had to sign off on their workload.  
She noted that UW would continue to evolve and work to define workload details into the future.  
She noted attention was being paid to areas of research funding and number of graduate students 
supervised.  Provost Miller noted that faculty were thinking about themselves in a national research 
context and how their workload would compare to others in their field.  She noted that her office 
would be examining on a detailed basis why certain exceptions were made.  She noted that there 
was some push back, but that she was working with the faculty and this was an ongoing process.  
   
Trustee Marsh asked if the deans or the Provost were the final one to grant an exception to the 
teaching load for a faculty member.  Provost Miller noted that her office was approving workloads.  
She noted that her office had not yet gone through each one on a case by case basis.  However, 
Provost Miller noted that the Board received a summary sheet at the retreat that showed exceptions 
to the rule by college.  She noted that if a college was above the normal, her office would begin 
there about why they were not meeting their target.  She noted that there was some concern over 
UW no longer being a flagship research university.  Provost Miller noted that she had been having 
meetings with departments and reassuring them that UW would still be a flagship research 
university.  She noted that UW as not in line with its peers and aspirational peer universities, and 
that it would take 2-3 years to get smooth over the areas where faculty and staff were lost.  Provost 
Miller noted that it was hard to cut tenured faculty, so when cuts were made, they were often done 
un-eveningly to avoid a financial exigency.  She noted this creates stress points and that moving 
forward, deans would compete for new positions to get rid of these stress points.  She noted that 
the faculty had to work through this budget reduction process.   
 
UW President Nichols stated that this was a work in progress, but great progress had been made 
in the last two weeks, and that Provost Miller and her team were working very hard.  She noted 
that in her meetings with departments, she had also heard comments about UW becoming a 
community college.  She noted that UW’s mission and commitment to teaching and research had 
not changed.  She noted that UW needed to align itself with a typical faculty workload with 
research faculty.  
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Trustee McKinley thanked Provost Miller and President Nichols for the updated and noted that 
much progress had been made since the August retreat.  He noted that at the retreat, there was 
discussion of using a bridge approach in order to realize these workload savings in FY17.  UW 
President Nichols noted that at the retreat, the funds had not been realized, but after the retreat 
more work was done and now the fund were realized as a base budget cut.   There was further 
discussion on how the savings would be realized, mainly through the funds that would not be spent 
to hire part time faculty, as faulty were now teaching more classes.  
 
UW President Nichols stated that one area that would not fully realize was .5-.99, which was 
benefit eligible.  She noted that the estimate was that only $750,000 would be realized, which was 
only about half of the full amount.  UW President Nichols stated that some of the positions were 
miscoded and should have been noted as full-time.  She noted that due to this miscoding, the 
administration held back an additional $750,000 in vacancies to make up this shortfall.  
Vice President Mai further explained the details of the additional $750,000 in savings, particularly 
the effects of the vacancies savings on the employer paid benefits (EPB) pool.  He noted that the 
savings would be close to $1.5 million next year, as how the EPB pool was managed would change 
on July 1, 2017.     
 
UW President Nichols added that the retirement and separation savings would not be realized since 
it would be affected by the benefits payouts.  She stated that as noted in footnote #3, $4 million in 
savings would be realized in the coming year.  UW President Nichols stated that UW was above 
its target overall, but it would not realize it all this year. 
 
Trustee McKinley asked about each of the headings on the handouts, specifically what is estimated 
savings was.  UW President Nichols responded that those are the savings UW estimates to have 
by the end of the year, but that it has not yet realized.  She noted that the last column shows how 
much above or below UW was for the target area.   
 
UW President Nichols noted that UW was still short $2.9 million for FY17, and asked for the 
Board’s comments on this.  She noted that there were three options: 1) not worry about this 
shortfall and address it in FY18 as there will be $4 saved from retirements in FY18, 2) used cash 
balances to cover the shortfall and then in FY18 there will be base savings to cover the shortfall, 
and 3) continue to hold on filling vacancies, and only fill a few in high need areas.  UW President 
Nichols noted that UW was very close to realizing its savings goals.   
 
Trustee McKinley responded that all the options could be left on the table, and that the Board did 
not need to make a decision.  He noted that having flexibility in this area would be prudent.  
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Trustee Massie noted that there had been several articles in the Laramie Boomerang that discussed 
flexibility and how critical that flexibility is on the program and department level.  He asked which 
of the options would give more flexibility to the FY18 savings plan that would be proposed to the 
Board in November 2016.  
 
UW President Nichols responded that if UW holds the vacancies or uses one time funds to cover 
the shortfall, it would not impact the FY18  because the full 19 million in FY17 would be realized.  
However, she noted that if UW does not address the 2.9 million shortfall for FY17, it would need 
to be addressed in FY18, which would affect that plan.   
 
Trustee True noted that even though the UW was taking action by not filling vacancies. He noted 
that though some would say the Board was not taking action by leaving vacancies open, this 
inaction was actually an action that impacted areas on campus.  He noted he understood the 
importance of flexibility, but he did want the Board to know that by not filling vacancies, action 
was being taken.  He noted this was a matter of semantics.  
 
UW President Nichols noted that she had released a few vacancies back to be filled, and she 
appreciated having the flexibility to do so.  She noted that Vice President Mai also needed some 
hires, as he had many vacancies and retirements.  UW President Nichols noted that now UW 
needed to be strategic in its hires, and that as UW continues to get vacancies, those could not be 
refilled.    
 
Provost Miller reinforced that some positions will never be refilled again, and that position 
numbers had been eliminated so that deans do not feel entitled to those positions.  She noted that 
as positions are released, deans will compete for them, rather than feel like they are owed a 
position.  
 
Vice President Mai added that there is a perception that if a college has a position number, they 
are entitled to that position, even if there is no funding for it.  The other expectation is that if 
funding is found for the position, UW would cover the benefits.  He noted that the perception is 
that there is a claim on the benefits for any position number.  He noted that eliminating these 
positions was important so that those claims on the benefits pool would be eliminated, as the 
benefits pool was already underwater.  He noted that the new fiscal management system would 
make tracking this much easier.     
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE: Construction Updates/Approvals, Mai 

 
CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

     Work Session 
     Education Session  
     Information Item 

           Other  Specify:  
 
 
 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 
Vice President for Administration Bill Mai provided the Board with updates on campus 
construction.  He stated that no Board approval was needed at this time.  He noted that one 
development that had occurred since the retreat was the incinerator at the Veterinary Lab.  Vice 
President Mai stated that they had narrowed the range of the incinerator, making it a $2 million 
venture.  He noted that this was assuming that this information was taken to the Attorney General’s 
office.  He commented that there would be a couple million added, which was significant, but less 
than what it could have been.   

Trustee John MacPherson noted that they could go to the Attorney General’s office to have 
discussions on the topic.  He added that he would include Interim General Counsel Tara Evans on 
the discussion.  

Vice President Mai stated that it might be important to discuss repair vs. replacement costs.  He 
noted that repairing it may only lead to a need to replace it in two years.    
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE: Personnel, Nichols 
 
CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

     Work Session 
     Education Session  
     Information Item 

           Other  Specify:  
 
 
 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING:
UW President Laurie Nichols brought the topic of personnel before the Board.  She began by 
requesting permission to appoint two interim positions.  She stated that the first interim position 
she wanted to appoint was Tara Evans as interim General Counsel.  UW President Nichols added 
that she would have the interim position from August 9, 2016 until the end of the fiscal year on 
June 30, 2017.  She noted that her salary would be adjusted from $125,000 to $160,000 per year, 
which was a $35,000 stipend.  UW President Nichols added that they would conclude the search 
in the spring for the permanent vice president and general counsel, with a decision made by July 
1, 2017.  She stated that Tara Evans had agreed to those conditions.   

Trustee Mike Massie moved to appoint Tara Evans as interim vice president and general counsel.  
Trustee Dave True seconded.  The motion was approved; all trustees were in favor.   

UW President Nichols asked that Doug Wachob be appointed into an interim position.  She 
noted that he would be the interim dean for the Haub School of Environment and Natural 
Resources [see attachment D].   UW President Nichols stated that she was suggesting a salary of 
$120,000 per year, which included a $2,000 per month stipend.  She noted that this monthly 
stipend would end once the permanent dean was named.    

Trustee Jeff Marsh moved to approve the interim dean of the Haub School of Environment and 
Natural Resources.  Trustee Massie seconded.   

Trustee Dave Palmerlee asked if Doug Wachob would compete in the national search, to which 
UW President Nichols responded that he would not be in the search, as he was not interested in 
competing.   

Motion passed; all trustees were in favor. 
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE: Trustee Budget Report, McKinley 
 
CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

     Work Session 
     Education Session  
     Information Item 

           Other  Specify:  
 
 
 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING:
Trustee John McKinley presented the Trustee Budget Report to the Board.  He noted that he 
assumed that the trustees had reviewed the budget information on the secure site prior to the 
meeting.  He stated that the final 2016 expenses were included and were figured at $243,000.  
Trustee McKinley added that Budget and Fiscal Coordinator Matt Coulter had uploaded the new 
budget for FY17.  He reminded the Board to ask him questions if they had any.   

Trustee MacPherson stated that he urged the trustees who had not looked at the secure site, to do 
so.  He reminded them that if they had a problem, to contact Ray Gable.   

Trustee Dave True commented that the one item that surprised him was the transportation budget 
for FY17.  He noted that it went from $72,000 to $90,000.  Trustee True then asked what the 
budget was previously, to which Trustee McKinley responded that it had been in excess of 
$100,000.  He noted that when the budget was created for FY16, the actual number from FY15 
were used, so he stated that they might have over budgeted.  He reminded Trustee True that both 
FY14 and FY 15 had exceeded $100,000.  He stated the use of the plane was now limited to Board 
meetings or with special authorization by the Board President in order to keep transportation costs 
low.    

Trustee Mike Massie commented that the secure site was only available to those members of the 
Board who go into executive session, but he reminded the Board that there were public materials 
on the secure website and asked when those would be made available to the public.  He stated that 
faculty members did not currently have access to those materials and wondered if the information 
could be made available before the Faculty and Staff Senate meetings.  Trustee Massie suggested 
that what needed to be discussed in executive session should be the only materials on the secure 
site.  All other materials should be on the public site.  He noted that the Board members would 
need to be sure to access both sites.    

Trustee President MacPherson asked Deputy Secretary for the Board of Trustees Shannon Sanchez 
to help the Board in making certain that the executive session information stayed on the secure 
site, while the public information be transferred to the other site.  
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Trustee True suggested that all of the information stay on the secure site, so the trustees do not 
have to use two websites, while transferring the public information to another location.   

Trustee MacPherson clarified that none of the draft materials be published until finalized.  There 
was further discussion on if draft materials should be on the secure site only.   
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE: Revision to UW Regulations 1-102 re: Resolution Supporting Peer 

Institutions, MacPherson 
 
CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

     Work Session 
     Education Session  
     Information Item 

           Other  Specify:  
 
 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 
Trustee John MacPherson stated that he was surprised by some of the data for the proposed peer 
institutions but noted that he did not have expertise in the area. He explained that the objective was 
to create a formal peer institution list that UW could use.  He stated that it was important to have 
a list of peer institutions and to use them for good and for bad.   

Trustee Jeff Marsh moved to approve the resolution as presented.  Trustee Dick Scarlett seconded.   

Trustee Michelle Sullivan noted that she agreed that peer institutions were important.  She added 
that she was not comfortable with the resolution thought it would be best to revisit it as the strategic 
planning process was developed or implemented.  She stated that she was uncomfortable looking 
at peer schools and the mission at that time and would like to have a deeper level of discussion 
before identifying peer institutions.  Trustee Sullivan noted that the list that was used previously 
was not appropriate as it included the 50 top research institutions vs. peer institutions.  She stated 
that that list changed the comparison.   

Trustee John McKinley noted that he r appreciated the materials put together by UW President 
Nichols and Research Aid Brian Schueler to focus on this discussion on peer institutions.  He 
added that it provided the opportunity for the Board to begin discussion on what the peer 
institutions and aspiring institutions should be.  Trustee McKinley stated that he was not 
questioning the parameters used by Research Aid Schueler, but he noted that he had some internal 
questions as to why the University of New Mexico and Colorado State University (CSU) were not 
on the list.  He asked why CSU was included on the aspirational peer list, but not on the peer list.  
Trustee McKinley noted that he knew there was a big difference between CSU and UW but there 
were some subjective reasons and standards that needed to be considered and further discussed 
before these institutions were included concretely in UW Regulations.  Trustee McKinley stated 
that the University administration and trustees were comfortable with this list and added that it 
may be the same list at the end of the day, even after further discussion.  He noted that New 
Mexico, for example, may be on the list if the medical facility were to be removed. He suggested 
that the administration possibly hire an outside person to work with Research Aid Schueler to 
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research the topic even more.  Trustee McKinley noted that he did not agree list of 50 peers or 100 
peers, but he added that he was also not comfortable setting that in stone today.   

Trustee Mike Massie added that he appreciated the efforts that had been made in researching the 
topic, but he added that there still needed to be more work done.  He stated that he wanted to be 
clear that he was voting against the motion because he thought it could use more adjusting.  He 
noted that he agreed with Trustees McKinley and Sullivan that the list be further discussed and 
then presented to the Board at their September 2016 meeting.  Trustee Massie added that the 
criteria looked at UW’s role as a land grant university, but it did not put enough emphasis on its 
role as a flagship university.  He noted that UW was the only flagship and land grant university.  
He stated that more consideration of the flagship mission needed to be considered, and expressed 
concern over the use of Rhode Island.  Trustee Massie also asked why salary was a part of the 
criteria.  Trustee Massie noted that UW had only offered two salary increases in the last eight fiscal 
years, which was the lowest in a 36-year period.  He asked if removing this was criterial in 
determining peer institutions.  He also mentioned the possibility of including a standard review 
period in the regulation so that the University would review its peer list every four to five years. 

Trustee Palmerlee stated that he agreed with the discussion and Trustee Massie’s comments.  He 
added that he did not think any peer institution list should be set in concrete without a motion from 
the Board.  He noted that flexibility was important.  He added that he opposed the motion. 

Trustee Dave True asked if it was important to include this in the UW Regulations.  There was 
further discussion if this should be included in the UW Regulations.   

Trustee McKinley noted that it would allow administration to take a more focused look and then 
come back to the Board.   

Trustee True noted that he thought the Board could give some direction as to what they would like 
to see.  He stated that he agreed that the motion would probably not be approved that day, but he 
added that maybe some direction needed to be given to what the Board wants to see in the coming 
three weeks.  

Trustee McKinley asked if three weeks would be enough time.  

Trustee Palmerlee stated that he would like to see the motion withdrawn, to which Trustee Marsh 
commented that he would withdraw it.  Trustee Scarlett agreed. 

Trustee MacPherson asked if the Board wanted to review the peer institutions.  He noted that 
Trustee Marsh would withdraw the motion, but he asked the trustees if they wanted any more 
information from the administration.  

Trustee True stated that the administration could possibly focus more on regional institutions. 
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UW President Nichols added that they had not reviewed salaries for peer institutions.  UW 
President Nichols noted that they tried to use national normed criteria, such as IPEDS data.   

Trustee True asked why salary information was included on the chart, to which UW President 
Nichols responded that someone had asked for it to be included.  She added that when Research 
Aid Schueler put together the scorecard, salary was not one of the items that he included.  

Trustee McKinley stated that he would like to see a more in-depth analysis of hiring an external 
person to refocus this and to dive deeper to answer questions and consider subjective measures.  
He noted that it was important to look at the peer groups to determine where the University was 
and where it should be, and if it was at the top or bottom of the peer group.  He said that he did not 
quite have the comfort level at that time, and those were his issues and concerns.   

Trustee Sullivan stated that she really appreciated the information.  She noted, however, that she 
would like to see the data put in the context of what UW wanted to be as it began its strategic 
planning.  She noted that if research was important, including some research institutions with land 
grant universities would be important as well.  Trustee Sullivan stated that that could not be 
decided until the University Strategic Plan was determined.  She also added that when looking at 
the salary, it was important to note that that number was an average of all teaching faculty at the 
institution.   

Trustee Massie agreed that the work that had been done was appreciated.  He added that it was 
important to provide Research Aid Schueler and UW President Nichols with the flexibility to take 
the comments and put structure to them.  He stated that they could figure out where to go based 
on the information provided, and then they could report back to the Board at a future meeting.  
Trustee Massie noted that this had been an issue for quite some time, and that most of the work to 
set this peer list had already been done by Research Aid Schueler.   

Trustee MacPherson commented that the September Board meeting was likely too soon, so he 
asked the Board if November was a good option instead.  

UW President Nichols clarified that Wyoming is unique, but that there are also a lot of institutions 
very close to it, and she reminded the Board of the desire for the University to be a national 
university, not only a regional one.  She reminded the Board of the work Research Aid Schueler 
did.  She stated that across the nation, other public research schools are both flagship and land 
grant, and those were the four universities on the list.  UW President Nichols added that not all of 
those universities were regional.  She noted that it was important to decide whether the peer 
institutions should be schools like the University, or if it was important for those institutions to 
strictly be regional. 
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Trustee Bostrom stated that when looking at the directive from the legislation and Governor’s 
office with regards to engineering and achieving Tier I status, they called for UW to excel on a 
national level.  He agreed that he did not want to just include regional institutions.  He added that 
if the University wanted to be Tier I, including those comparators and aspirational peers on the list 
was important because that was direction the University wanted to go.   

Provost Miller commented that there was a difference between a university peer institution and an 
aspirational peer institution and what the college and department would use as their peer and 
aspirational peer lists.  She noted that Dean of the College of Engineering and Applied Science 
Michael Pishko list would look different than other colleges.  She added that the deans will need 
and want to come up with their own lists of peer and aspirational universities.  Provost Miller 
stated that she would remind them to look at UW as a whole when deciding peer institutions, but 
to note that there were other peers to consider as well.  He noted that, for example, the Department 
of Geology and the Department of Geophysics were both outstanding Tier I departments.   

Trustee McKinley stated that he agreed.  He noted that that was his concern with the option.  
Trustee McKinley added that their resolution required a peer list and an aspirational list to be used 
for all purposes prevented flexibility needed on the department level.  He noted that was something 
to consider when drafting the final resolution.   

Trustee President MacPherson said that the administration could return to the Board with a new 
resolution in November.  
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AGENDA ITEM TITLE: University Strategic Planning Process document and timeline, 

Nichols 
 
CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX(ES): 

     Work Session 
     Education Session  
     Information Item 

           Other  Specify:  
 
 
 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING: 
UW President Laurie Nichols provided the Board with a revised document of the University 
Strategic Planning Process [see attachment C].  She noted that the Dean’s council had provided 
good feedback, and she stated that there was an updated timeline of the process, including the dates 
from the end part of March to July to make sure the final draft was available campus wide for 
faculty and students to approve before the end of the spring semester.  UW President Nichols 
reminded the Board that the plan was to have the Board approval the document in May. 

Trustee Mike Massie moved to approve the strategic planning process as presented.  Trustee Jeff 
Marsh seconded the motion. 

Trustee Marsh commented that he thought it would be best to add a voting member for Athletics, 
while still keeping Director of Athletics Tom Burman as an ex-officio member.   

Trustee Marsh moved to amend the motion by adding a representative from Athletics as a voting 
member.  Trustee Dave Bostrom seconded the motion.  

Trustee Massie stated that he appreciated the motion, but he would likely not support it.  He noted 
that VP is ex-officio just like other divisions.  He reminded the Board that no other individual on 
committee was appointed to represent a specific aspect of University.  Trustee Massie added that 
he thought that the ex-officio status was fine, and it was unnecessary to have a specific member.  
Trustees Massie and Michelle Sullivan were not in favor of the motion.  There was further 
discussion on the topic, and the Board took at roll call vote on the amendment as follows: 

Trustee Vote 
Baldwin, Mel No 
Bostrom, Dave Yes 
Gubbels, Larry No 
MacPherson, John Yes 
Marsh, Jeff Yes 
Massie, Mike No 
McKinley, John Yes 
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Palmerlee, Dave Yes 
Scarlett, Dick Yes 
Sullivan, Michelle No 
True, Dave Yes 
Tully, Wava Absent-did not vote 

 

The motion to add an Athletics representative passed with seven trustees in favor and four opposed.   

Trustee Massie added that he would like to amend the motion further.  He stated that he had already 
run this amendment by UW President Nichols, and she approved it.  Trustee Massie noted that the 
amendment was on page two of the UW Strategic Planning Process listed under item #5.   

Trustee Massie moved to amend the current language under item #5 to read, “Discuss the portfolio 
and quality of academic program offerings, including accreditation of programs, the standards 
and processes currently used to ensure that programs are rigorous and reputable, and the 
resources necessary for programs to achieve these standards.  Identify the current and future areas 
of academic excellence and how excellence will be maintained or achieved.”  

Trustee Massie added that this amendment would include how the program would need resources 
to provide rigorous undergraduate education.  Trustee Jeff Marsh seconded.  All trustees were in 
favor of the amendment.   

Trustee John McKinley noted that there had been some previous discussion on if ex-officio 
members of the committee could vote.  He added that it appeared that a decision had been made, 
noting that they should be non-voting.  He asked if someone could explain that decision.  

UW President Nichols responded that they had been added as non-voting members because of 
their positions and expertise.  She added that these members were resources to the committee; 
however, the competition of the committee was a shared governance model. UW President Nichols 
stated that these members would participate in the meetings, but they would not dominate or be a 
major force in terms of voting.   

Staff Senate President Mark Gunnerson asked why the advisory groups ASUW, Staff Senate, and 
Faculty Senate been removed from the committee membership.  

UW President Nichols responded that she had received feedback that these positions should not 
go to any one individual.  She added that she was following the consultations she had had with 
campus, and that the options of leadership of these groups would be considered when making 
selections.    

Faculty Senate Chair noted that four faculty members were to be selected from the body of faculty, 
and not just the people on Faculty Senate.  He added that students and staff were selected in the 
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same manner.  He stated that this would remove the governing bodies from the process.  He 
recommended that the faculty be selected from Faculty Senate, the staff from staff senate, and the 
students from ASUW in order to increase lines of communication.  

UW President Nichols stated that would consult the leadership of these groups when selecting 
representatives.   

Faculty Senate Chair Shaw noted that one of the standing committees of Faculty Senate was the 
academic planning committee, who was devoted to this topic.  He added that having the Senate 
more directly involved with the process would be good.   

All trustees were in favor of the amended motion; the motion passed unanimously.   
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Date of Next Meeting 
September 14-16, 2016 
 
Adjournment 
The meeting adjourned at 10:09 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
 
 
Shannon Sanchez       Laura Shevling 
Deputy Secretary, Board of Trustees      Senior Administrative Assistant 
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 APPOINTMENTS 

                                                                1.  Administrators 

It is recommended to the Trustees of the University of Wyoming that the following Administrators 
be approved as indicated. 

                                                                 Academic Affairs 

Name                                    Rank                                               Salary                       Appointment Period 

Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources 

Wachob, Douglas G.                      Interim Dean                    $140,004                       09/01/2016-06/30/17 

Douglas Wachob received a B.S. (1974) in Zoology from the University of Minnesota, a M.S. 
(1993) and a Ph.D. (1997) in Zoology and Physiology from the University of Wyoming.  Dr. 
Wachob has been director of Academic Programs at the Haub School of Environment and Natural 
Resources since 2015. He was the former Associate Executive Director at Teton Science School 
and was recently the Director of Conservation for the Alaska Chapter of The Nature 
Conservancy.  Dr. Wachob’s temporary salary increase reflects his base salary plus a $2000/month 
administrative stipend. 
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